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Moravek et al used a quantum cascade laser spectrometer to determine ammonia concentrations at 10 Hz, which is still lacking in the field measurements. Together with 3D wind vector, they calculated ammonia exchange flux with different correction scenarios. They also proposed a new method to correct ammonia flux, with the median flux loss of 34% which is substantially higher than the ogive method. The new method may shed light on flux correction of other reactive species with strong adsorption like nitric and organic acids. Combined, these make for a very strong paper – one of the best I have reviewed in some time.
I recommend the authors attend to a few comments in revising the manuscript:

Page 2, Line 5: In addition to Europe, the Great Salt Lake Region also experienced an ammonium salts rich condition, as suggested by another paper of the authors (Moravek et al., 2019). This is also the case in North China (Li et al., 2019). It is better to mention this worldwide situation here.

Page 2, Lines 7-10: The major sources of ammonia are from agriculture globally and regionally. On an urban scale, however, the sources may be non-agricultural emissions (Pan et al., 2016). So the mitigation strategy for improving air quality may be not work if only controlling agricultural sources. Although I agree with the authors that measuring the flux is critical to reduce uncertainty of the ammonia inventory, identifying the major sources is also important.

Page 2, Lines 14-15: Classic references may be required here for the readers’ convenience, rather than shown them together at lines 18-19.

Page 2, Line 16: change ammonia to NH3.

Page 4, Line 2: change particulate matter to PM, as defined at Page 2 Line 5.

Page 4, Line 7: Just a comment, 5.5 m may be too long for ammonia determination.

Page 4, Line 7: Heated to 40 oC?

Page 6: Did the authors perform calibration of ammonia with known concentrations?

Page 7, Line 26: change ammonia to NH3, check through the text.

Page 11, Results: I suggest the authors detail diurnal variations of ammonia flux.

Finally, this reviewer is wondering if an early morning pulse of ammonia flux/ concentration was observed during this campaign. And is it possible using ammonia flux determination in this study to support the ideas proposed by Wentworth et al. (2016), who are also from Jennifer’s group, that dew is a night-time reservoir and morning
source for atmospheric ammonia?
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